CONFERENCE OUTLINE

The student will use this as a guideline to select topics for discussion with the supervisor during a scheduled conference and to aid in self-analysis. Check off items of interest, and summarize your evaluation of your clinical performance on that item as well as any questions or suggestions that come to mind. You may use the space to the right of the agenda items to record these reflections on the specific items of interest.

I. Clinician Development
   _____ question or comments regarding clinician's personal goals for clinical growth

II. Supervisory Interaction
    _____ questions regarding roles or expectations in the supervisory conference or supervisory relationship

III. Interpersonal Areas
     _____ client motivation, interest, involvement, enjoyment
     _____ clinician motivation, comfort level, enjoyment

IV. Session Evaluation (with supervisor data if available)
    _____ interaction techniques-rapport
    _____ instructions
    _____ materials
    _____ cueing
    _____ modelling
    _____ feedback- correct responses
    - incorrect responses
    - approximations
    _____ response rate
    _____ adaptability
    _____ data collection
    _____ behavior management

V. Client Progress
   _____ graphs
   _____ changes necessary in goals, materials, techniques?

VI. Parent Training and Home Programs

VII. Other
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